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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the feasibility of using a bi-

directional fiber optic link to implement a RS232 data link.

The results showed that a fiber optic link is a viable re-

placement. It offers a bandwidth up to 5 MHz, 250 times that

of a RS232 data link. This fiber optic link was implemented

over a distance of 1.5 kilometers, nearly 100 times that of

the present RS232 link. It also offers the benefits of space

and weight savings and is comparable to devices produced

commercially but at a substantial cost savings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This thesis investigates replacing the RS232 electronic

link with a fiber optic link. The primary objectives were an

investigation of the practical problems associated with

connecting two noncompatible devices together and then to

implement these connections onto a fiber optic link.

A. PURPOSE

The, implementation of a fiber optic link offers several

distinct advantages over an electrical one. First the fiber

and the supporting circuitry would require less space and

would weigh less than an electronic- link. The increased

bandwidth offered by a fiber optic link would offer the user

the possibility of system expansion. Utilizing fibers would

virtually eliminate the problem of crosstalk which can occur

when two wires are close enough to each other to allow signals

from one line to cross over to another as a result of

electromagnetic interference (EMI). (Ref. 1]

The fiber optic link proposed here is full duplex bidir-

ectional over a single fiber. The link achieves this

capability by utilizing a wavelength division multiplexing

scheme. In wavelength division multiplexing several optical

signals of differing wavelengths are coupled into a single

fiber (Ref. 2].
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HWavelength division multiplexing is achieved in this

project through the use of a dichroic filter. As seen in

Figure 1.1 a dichroic filter allows the transmission of one

wavelength while reflecting the other wavelength. Specif-

ically, a light wave, generated by an LED, transmits through

the filter and is directed into the fiber optic cable. A light

wave, which is generated in the same fashion at the other end

of the fiber, reflects off of the dichroic filter and into a

PIN detector. A complete analysis of light generation and

reception is found in Chapter III.

B. RESULTS

The researched showed that the link investigated in this

thesis is realizable and it vas found to be comparable to

units on the commercial market. A detailed analysis of the

system performance is found in Chapter IV.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. THE RS232 INTERFACE

In order for two devices to communicate, they must be

connected in-such a way so that electrical signals are trans-

mitted and received correctly by each unit.

This connection may be achieved directly by connecting

wires to the devices or by using an intermediate medium. More

often than not, the telephone network is used as this medium.

The most widely used connection to link the medium to the

device is the RS232 data link. [Ref.. 4:p.167]

4.The RS232 link was originally designed to allow commulni-

cations between data terminal equipment (DTE) (i.e.*,

* computers) and data communication equipment (DCE) (e.g.,

modems) (Ref. 5:p. 11]. For the application discussed in this

project two DTEs will be connected without the use of DCEs.

This configuration is called null modem. (Ref. 5:p. 13].

* When this is done, a problem often arises. The DTEs. cannot

communicate with each other as the pin configurations of the

RS232 were designed to be connected to DCEs. It would seem as

if all one would have to do is cross-connect the pins. However

this is not the case, as the manufacturers designate the pins

of the RS232 to suit their own needs. To find these

12



cross-connections required is sometimes a very frustrating and

time consuming venture.

In an effort to make equipment from different man-

ufacturers compatible the Electronic Industries Association,

(EIA), published a standard, the RS232-C. Unfortunately this

standard specifies the connections between DTEs and DCEs.

Specifically it delineates the electrical characteristics of

the circuits between the two devices and the names and numbers

of the pins necessary for connection to allow communications.

The pins numbers and titles as specified by the EIA are

listed in Table I. Since this project is concerned only with

null modem configurations, not all the pins listed will be

discussed in this project.

While the RS232 link is- an extremely useful interface it

has an potential ground loop problem. Because of this and

other prob-lems, the standard recommends that the cable

interconnection between the two devices should be limited to a

maximum-dis-tance of 50 feet; at longer distances the

connection becomes unreliable and hazardous. [Ref. 4:p. 168]

Another major problem with the use of the RS232 is that

large signal voltages are required to insure noise immunity is

achieved on the link. The RS232 signal voltages are anywhere

between plus and minus 25 volts. These high transmission

voltages are required because of common mode noise. This noise

could be on the level of a few volts. Some of the sources of

the common mode noise could be from photocopiers, typewriters,

13
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printers, etc. Even if a link of greater than 50 feet could be

safely achieved, one would find that a build up of capacitance

is present, which would severely affect the quality of the

signal as it transitions between the positive and negative

voltages. (Ref. 5:p. 14]

Another limiting feature of the RS232 interface is that,

even with these high voltage levels that the EIA standard

specifies the interface is rated for a signaling rate from

d.c. to an upper limits of only 20K bits per second.[Ref. 6:p.

79]

B. PROPOSED FIBER OPTIC LINK

The proposed fiber optic link presented in this project

would eliminate problems inherent in the RS232 link. This link

would increase the distances between DTEs almost 100 fold and

increase bandwidth to "that of 250 times to that of the RS232.

The applications for a link such as this one are numerous.

It opens the possibility of data transfer simplification,

weight reduction of the link, communications link security,

and the expansion to a LAN (local area network).

The link described here is full duplex over a single

fiber. In a full duplex mode both DTEs can be transmitting

simultaneously. In other fiber optic links simultaneous

transmission was only possible by using two fibers, one for

transmission and one for reception. To achieve a single fiber

scheme the two light signals must be multiplexed onto one

15



fiber. The multiplexing method used for this link is wave-

length division multiplexing (WDM).

WDM is obtained through the use of a coupler manufactured

by ADC FIBER OPTICS. This coupler is called a Connectorized

Active Full Duplex Coupler (CAF) [Ref. 7:p. 1). A diagram of

the operation of this coupler is shown in Figure 2.1. As can

seen there are two LEDs transmitting at two differing

wavelengths. The light signal transmitting at 865 nanometers

will be detailed as an example as the transmission and

reception of the other wavelength of 730 nanometers is

similar. The electronic signal generated by the DTE is

converted to a light signal by the 865 nanometer LED, (a

detailed analysis of this process is found in chapter 3), the

light wave passes through a dichroic filter, which passes that

wavelength, and is reflected into the fiber by a focusing

mirror. As the light exits the fiber at the other end it is

incident upon another focusing mirror which directs the light

wave onto another dichroic filter. This dichroic filter is set

to transmit the light 730 nanometer causing the light at 865

nanometers to be reflected into the PIN detector. From the

detector the light wave is converted to an electrical signal.

The CAF described above is an integral element of the

fiber optic modules used in this link; a diagram of these

modules is shown in Figure 2.2. The three major components of

are: the transmitting circuitry, the receiver circuitry and

the CAF. The basic operation for the modules is that the

16
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* incoming electrical signal drives current through the LED in

the CAP, sending a light wave into fiber which is received by

the PIN detector in the other CAP. The light wave is converted

to an electrical signal and through the use of a three stage

amplifier is set to an acceptable level. Detailed analysis of

transmitting and receiving circuitry is given in Chapter III.

19



III. IMPLEMENTED FIBER OPTIC LINK

A. CROSS CONNECTIONS OF THE RS232

The first step in this project was to connect a Hewlett-

Packard Series 85 personal computer (HP-85) to a NEC

SPINWRITER model 7710 printer (NEC). Following successful

operation the next step was to connect the HP-85 to an AMPEX

210 Video display terminal (AMPEX), in a null modem config-

uration. The functions of the HP-85, NEC, and the AMPEX RS232

pins are listed in Tables II, III, and IV, respectively. The

reader is referred to section A of Chapter II for formal

definitions of these pins. The problem of connecting the DCEs

in a null modem configuration proved to be a most formidable

one, since manufacturers fail to adhere to any real consis-

tencies in their standards of their RS232 pin functions.

The cross connections necessary for transmission of the

data and for the handshaking between the two DTE's are shown

in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.1 shows the minimum

connections necessary for proper communication between the HP-

85 and the NEC. The direction of signal flow and the

manufacturers pin titles are also listed in the figure. Figure

3.2 shows the minimum connections of the RS232 required for

proper operation between the HP-85 and AMPEX. The pin titles

and direction of data flow are also shown.

20
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HP-85 RS232 PINS

PIN FUNCTION

1. EQUIPMENT GROUND

2. TRANSMITTED DATA

3. RECEIVED DATA

4. REQUEST TO SEND (RTS)

5. CLEAR TO SEND (CTS)

6. DATA SET READY (DSR)

7. SIGNAL GROUND
a. RECEIVED LINE SIGNAL DETECTOR

12. SECONDARY.RECEIVED LINE SIGNAL DETECTOR

13. SECONDARY CLEAR TO SEND

14. SECONDARY TRANSMITTED DATA

15. TRANSMITTER SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING

16. SECONDARY RECEIVER DATA

17. RECEIVER SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING

19. SECONDARY REQUEST TO SEND

20. DATA TERMINAL READY (DTR)

21. SIGNAL QUALITY DETECTOR

22. RING INDICATOR

23. DATA SIGNAL RATE SELECTOR

24. TRANSMIT SIGNAL ELEMENT TIMING

(Ref. 8:p. 47]

21
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NEC RS232 PINS

A PIN FUNCTION

1. EQUIPMENT GROUND

2. TRANSMITTED DATA

3. RECEIVED DATA

4. REQUEST TO SEND (RTS)

5. CLEAR TO SEND (CTS)

6. DATA SET READY (DSR)

7. SIGNAL GROUND

8. CARRIER DETECT

19. REVERSE CHANNEL

20. DATA TERMINAL READY (DTR)

23. PAPER OUT / RIBBON END

[Ref. 9:p. 3-5]
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AMPEX RS232 PINS

PIN FUNCTION

1. EQUIPMENT GROUND

2. TRANSMITTED-DATA

.5

3. RECEIVE DATA

4. REQUEST TO SEND (RTS)

5. CLEAR TO SEND (CTS)

6. DATA SET READY (DSR)

fr

7. SIGNAL GROUND

8. DATA CARRIER DETECT (DCD)

20. DATA TERMINAL READY (DTR)

[Ref. 10:p. 21]
2
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0 The second step of this project was to determine which

were the data transmission pins and the data reception pins

and the pins required for the handshaking. Two pins are

readily identifiable. Pin 1 is the chassis ground and pin 7

the signal ground. This is true for both configurations.

Considering the connection between the HP-85 and the NEC,

pin 3 of the HP-B85 is used to transmit the data to the receive

pin of the NEC which is also pin 3. The NEC uses pin 2 to

transmit a break signal back-to the HP-85. This signal, of 300

-700 milliseconds duration, is interpreted by the HP-B85 as a

priority interrupt [Ref. 9:p. 4-5]. Once this signal is

received, the HP-85 ceases transmission of the data. The break

signal is transmitted when any of the following conditions

occur [Ref. 9:p. 4-6]:

1. paper out
2. buffer overflow
3. ribbon end

When the above situations have been rectified, the NEC

transmits another signal of the same duration as the break

signal and transmission of the data will occur [Ref. 9:p. 4-

6]. Pin 20 is Data Terminal Ready (MT) line; this is a

handshaking line, where a positive voltage indicates that the

DTEs are ready to begin transmission (Ref. 6:p. 843.

For the configuration of the HP-85 connected to the AMPEX

* terminal, pin 3 was determined to be the receive channel of

the AMPEX and pin 2 the transmit data from the AMPEX. Pin 20

is the DTR line here also.

26



Now that the data lines and handshaking pins have been

identified, the next step was to circumvent the handshaking

lines. The DTR lines of both configurations are connected to a

high voltage and the ground lines are connected to an absolute

ground. After doing this we will have two data channels: one

transmit and one receive. We now have the desired config-

uration for transmission on the fiber optic link.

B. TRANSMISSION OF THE LIGHT SIGNAL

To transmit the signal oii the link the bipolar voltage

levels used by the RS232 are converted to TTL levels. On data

lines 2 and 3, a positive level voltage (SPACE) corresponds to

a logical zero and a negative voltage level (MARK) corresponds

to logical one [Ref. 5:p. 14). The voltage levels used by the

HP-85 to indicate a logical "1" and a logical "10" are shown in

Figure 3.3. Figure 3.3 shows that the HP-85 interprets volt-

ages between positive 5 volts and positive 15 volts as a

logical "10" and the voltages between negative 5 and negative

15 volts as a logical "11". The voltage levels used by the NEC

are shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows that the NEC

interprets voltages between 0 and positive 12 volts as a

logical "10" and the voltages between 0 and negative 12 volts

as a logical "11". The voltage levels used by the AMPEX could

not be referenced. It was assumed that voltages between +5

volts and +.15 volts will be interpreted as a SPACE and

voltages between -5 volts and -15 volts as a MARK. Since the

27



+ 25 VOLTS

PERMISSIBLE OPEN-CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

+ 15 VOLTS

LOGICAL "0"
"ON" CONDITION" "SPACE"--

+ 5 VOLTS
NOISE MARGIN

.- '\AA TRANSITION iVv\1\/\// AAA VV+3 VOLTS

OVOLTS - CIRCUIT AB
REFERENCE VOLTAGE

_3 VOLTS
NOISE MARGIN

-5 VOLTS
LOGICAL "'1"'
"F"CONDITIION

- 15 VOLTS

PERMISSIBLE OPEN-CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

-25 VOLTS

Figure 3.3 HP-85 RS232 Voltage Levels (Ref. 8:p. 45]
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- ,1 . i mm* n kr --

START CODE BITS
BIT (CHARACTER K)

I III I.Ii STOP
+12 V 1 213J1I4I1 I71 6 P BITS
ISPACE) - VE1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 PARITY0V ---

-12 V L
(MARK)

EARLIEST POINT WHERE
NEXT CHARACTER CAN START

110 BAUD. TWO STOP BITS

START STOP
BIT BITS

+12 I 1 1 231 3456I I
(SPACE) 0 1 101EVEN

0 V - 0 PARITY

.12 V L

(MAR K) EARLIESTPONWHR

-~ NEXT CHARACTER CAN START

150,300.600, OR 1200 BAUD,
ONE STOP BIT

Figure 3.4 NEC RS232 Voltage Levels [Ref. 9:p. 4-1]
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voltage levels are bipolar they have to be converted to TTL

levels required for the fiber optic modules. The device

utilized for the conversion is the MC1489, a quad line

receiver [Ref. 11:p. 5-120) (Appendix A). The MC1489

interprets voltages between -3 and -25 volts as a logical 1"1

and voltages between +3 and +25 volts as a logical "0" [Ref.

5:p. 5-121). The output voltage range from the MC1489 is 2.5

to 5.0 volts for logical "1" and 0 to 0.45 for logical "10"

[Ref. 11:p. 5-121). The TTL Dutputs from the MC1489 are

supplied to the transmitter circuitry of the fiber optic

module.

The function of the transmitter circuitry is to modulate

the LED of the CAP on or of f in accordance with the input

signal. The circuitry is shown in Figure 3.5. As Figure 3.5

shows, the TTL input is fed into two exclusive-or gates. On

the first gate, U2A, one input is the TTL signal and the other

input is always asserted high through a 1K ohm pull up

resistor. On the second gate, U2B, one input is the TTL input

signal and the other input is non-asserted through ground. By

having this configuration, Q6 and Q7 are alternately driven on

and of f. When Q6 is asserted, it allows the LED to transmit a

light signal through the fiber. When Q7 is asserted, current

is drawn through resistor R15. This design has the advantage

that the power supply output remains constant and transient

emissions are minimized. Diodes D1, D2, and D3,are used to set

the bias on the base of Q8. Diodes, instead of resistors, are

30
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b I - . .

used so that a constant drive current will be maintained

during power fluctuations. [Ref. 7:p. 6)

C. RECEPTION OF THE LIGHT SIGNAL

The light signal transmitted into the fiber is received by

the pin detector in the CAF. The receiver circuitry is shown

in Figure 3.6. The light signal received must be significantly

amplified before it can be converted into a TTL signal. This

is achieved in the receiver by three separate stages: a high

* gain feedback preamplifier, a low gain differential amplifier

and a voltage comparator. (Ref. 7:p. 8)

The preamplifier is a three stage transistor amplifier.

The transistor array used is CA3127E, a high frequency n-p-n

transistor array (Appendix B). This stage converts the low

current levels received by the pin detector into a voltage.

The signal out of the preamplifier is applied to a low

gain differential amplifier. The purpose of this amplifier is

to convert the input to a complementary differential output.

The outputs of this stage are applied to a precision voltage

comparator, a LTl016. This comparator performs the function of

converting thie differential analog input to TTL levels

* (Ref. 7:p. 8].

The TTL levels are then converted to bipolar level by

a MC1488, a quad line driver (Appendix C). The MC1488 is

designed to provide a complete interface between the DTEs and

* the DCEs [Ref. 11:p. 5-118]. The outputs are now suitable for

* use by the RS232. Once the bipolar levels are achieved, the
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signals are routed back to the RS232 to complete the trans-

mission path. The diagram of the system is shown in Figure

3.7. This figure shows the complete fiber optic link. The

actual size of one of these units, including the connection

for the RS232 port is 6 by 11 inches.

D. RECEIVER MODIFICATIONS

As has been seen, the main body of this project has been

fiber optic modules. These modules were developed by ADC Fiber

Optic Corporation. For our specific application modifications

were required to suit our frequency range. The frequency range

that the modules were designed for was from 0.4 MHz to 20 MHz

for a total bandwidth of 19.6 MHz. Our required bandwidth is

only 19.2 KHz, however the frequency range is from d.c. to

20 KHz. This is the bandwidth used by the RS232. It was therefore

*necessary to reduce the lower end of the frequency response of

* the modules.

Analysis of the transmitter and receiver circuits of the

* fiber optic modules revealed that in the receiver circuitry,

* there was a high pass filter between the high feedback pre-

* amplifier and the low gain differential amplifier. Referring

* to the receiver circuit schematic (Figure 3.6), capacitor C4

and resistor Rl act as a high pass filter with a cutoff

frequency of 1592 Hz.

-. After rev~iewing the frequencies required for the

* configurations (HP-85 to NEC, HP-85 to AMPEX), it was found

a, 34
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that the l .owest frequency transmitted would be by the NEC,

1.43 Hz to 3.3 Hz for the break signal. The method to decrease

the cutoff frequency was to place another capacitor in

parallel with C4. This was determined to be the best solution

the increased capacitance decreased the noise caused from high

speed components.

The increased capacitance was calculated to be 111.4

microfarads. A 100 microfarad capacitor was placed in parallel

with C4 to give a theoretical-cutoff frequency of 1.59 Hz.

After this addition was made to the receiver circuit (of both

units), a full duplex bi-directional fiber optic link capable

of handling the data flow of RS232 was achieved. Both the

* connections to the printer and to the terminal performed

flawlessly.
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IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION

Evaluation of the transmitted optical power, operating

wavelengths, receiver sensitivity, cross talk levels, and

lengths of possible links with fibers of different sizes and

differing losses are examined in this chapter. In the section

" dealing with the transmitting optical both units will be

* examined, however in the other sections only one unit will be

discussed as the data compiled for each unit was comparable to

the other.

A. TRANSMITTED OPTICAL POWER

The measurement of the transmitted optical power was done

by a Photodyne Model 22XL Optical Multimeter. Each fiber optic

module was connected to the optical multimeter via three

meters of 62.5/125 micrometer graded index fiber, provided by

the manufacturer of the modules. In order to measure the power

output a square wave was applied to each of the fiber optic

modules. The square wave was generated by a Wavetek signal

generator and verified by using an oscilloscope. The signal

input frequency range was from 100 Hz to 1 MHz, i.e., the

complete operating range of the optical multimeter (Ref. 12].

The unit containing the CAF transmitting at 730 nanometers

transmitted a signal at -11;8 dbm (66.1 microwatts), while the

CAF transmitting at 865 nanometers transmitted a signal of

37
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-12.2 dbm (60.3 microwatts) to give a total power through the

fiber, during duplex operation, of -8.98 dbm (126.4 micro-

watts). These measurements were made by connecting the optical

multimeter directly to the CAP. The rated power through the

fiber, at maximum capacity, is specified to be -10.0 dbm (100

microwatts) [Ref. 13]. It is assumed that the manufacturer

rated his product conservatively to be safe.

B. OPERATING WAVELENGTHS

The system, as has been stated, has two LEDs transmitting

at different wavelengths. The wavelength to be received is

reflected off the dichroic filter and into the PIN detector,

while the transmitted wavelength passes through the filter

into the fiber. The operating wavelengths were measured to see

if there was a possibility of crosstalk between the two wave-

lengths caused by an overlap of wavelengths from the LEDs.

The measurement of the wavelengths was accomplished by

connecting the CAF to a Photodyne Model 11OOXM Fiber Optic

Spectral Analyzer and then to the optical multimeter.

- For the CAF specified to transmit at 730 nanometers, the

peak output wavelength was found to be 729 nanometers. The

three db points were 717 nanometers and 745.5 nanometers, to

give a half power bandwidth of 28 nanometers. The full oper-

ating range of this CAF was found to be from 688 nanometers to

771 nanometers, for total bandwidth of S3 nanometers.
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The CAF specified to transmit at 865 nanometers had a peak

output wavelength of 862.5 nanometers. The three db points

were found to be at 843 nanometers and 874.5 nanometers, to

give a half power bandwidth of 31.5 nanometers. The operating

range of this CAF was found to be from 821 nanometers to 905

nanometers, for a bandwidth of 84 nanometers. Thus, there is a

50 nanometers separation between the two wavelengths.

C. RECEIVER SENSITIVITY LEVELS

The receiver sensitivity level of the PIN detector was

specified, in the worst case, as -24.5 dbm. However it was

observed that the detector was able to receive a signal at a

level of -44.0 dbm and the receiver circuitry was able to

convert it the original TTL signal. This represents an in-

crease of 79.5% in the sensitivity level of the detector. It

was also observed that, although a signal below -44.0 dbm

could be received by the PIN detector, it would not have

sufficient power to trigger a response from the first stage

amplifier of the receiver circuitry.

D. CROSSTALK

Four crosstalk measurements were made on the fiber optic

modules. These measurements were made with different com-

ponents on and off the modules to see their effect on

crosstalk.

A 1 MHz square wave was applied to the fiber optic

modules. The 1 MHz frequency was chosen so that the effect of
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I
a high frequency on the unshielded receiver circuitry could be

observed. A square waveform was chosen so that a spectral

analysis could be accomplished and the resulting sinc pulse

efficiently analyzed for center frequencies and power levels.

A spectral analysis of the applied wave is shown in Figure

4.1. Figure 4.1 shows the spectrum of a sinc pulse with a

power level of -18.80 dbm at a center frequency of 1 MHz (as

indicated by the annotation to the left of the spectral peak).

Figure 4.2 shows the measured spectrum of the sinc pulse

at a center frequency of 1 MHz with a power level of -79.10

dbm on the other receiver. This power represents the crosstalk

due to the circuitry of the transmitter. In this observation

the receiver circuitry was unshielded from the transmitter.

Figure 4.3 shows a sinc pulse spectrum at a center

frequency of 1.0 MHz at a level of -81.30 dbm. This represents

the amount of crosstalk that results with the receiver

circuitry shielded from the transmitter. Thus the shielding

provided an additional isolation of 2.2 db.

Figure 4.4 shows a sinc pulse at a center frequency of

1.00 MHZ at a level of -77.30 dbm. This is the crosstalk due

to both the transmitting circuitry and CAF, mounted on the

fiber optic module. In this case the receiver circuitry was

left unshielded.

Figure 4.5 shows a sinc pulse at a center frequency of

1.00 MHz at a level of -78.50 dbm. This the crosstalk level

due to both the transmitter and the CAF, but this time the
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receiver was shielded. The shielding gave an additional

isolation of 1.2 db.

The object of these measurements was to observe the

crosstalk due to the electronic emissions of the transmitter

and the optical crosstalk of the CAF. Overall the CAF was

observed to increase the crosstalk levels 1.2 to 2.8 db. This

crosstalk is possibly due to internal reflections of light

within the CAP being received by the PIN detector.

Although crosstalk is present in the system the levels

present at would not be sufficient to cause an erroneous

response from the receiver.

E. TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED SIGNALS

The transmitted and received signals of the HP85 NEC con-

figuration are shown in Figure 4.6. This diagram was obtained

was obtained by using the Hewlett-Packard 1615A Logic

Analyzer. Channel 0 shows the transmitted break signal from

* the NEC (refer to section A of chapter 3), while channel 1

* shc.s the received break signal on the fiber optic module,

* channel 6 shows the transmitted data from the HP85 while

channel 7 shows the data received at the end of the fiber. The

distance of transmission was 1.27 kilometers on 50/125

micrometer fiber. It is noted that the HP85 is triggered on

the trailing edge of the break signal.

In Figure 4.7 we see the data transmission of the HP85-

AMPEX configuration. Channel 6 shows the transmitted data from
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HP85 and channel 7 shows the received signal after the 1.27

kilometers link.

Signals of various frequencies were applied to the fiber

optic modules to obtain the frequency range of the modules.

The input frequencies ranged from 1 Hz to 5 MHz. Again the

waveforms were chosen to be square waves so that a spectral

analysis would be easy accomplished. Two different fibers were

used to determine the losses due to the connectors and to

observe the minimum sensitivity level of the detector. The

frequencies and amplitudes observed are listed in Table V.

Measurements were made of the amplitudes of the signal at the

input to the fiber optic modules and after transmission on 3

meters of 50/125 micrometer graded index fiber to calculate

the connector losses. On the average, depending on the orien-

tation of the fiber, a connector loss of 1.25 dbm was

observed. Transmission on the 1511 meters length of 100/140

micrometer fiber was performed as the author believes that

this would be a realistic distance necessary for a high speed

data link. From Table V it is seen that at 5 MHz the maximum

sensitivity of the PIN detector is reached (-44.0 dbm). A

spectral analysis of the signals listed in Table V are shown

in Figures 4.8 to 4.25. Explanation of these figures follows.

Figure 4.8 shows the spectral analysis and power level of

a 1 Hz square wave that was applied to the input of the fiber

optic modules. As seen in Figure 4.8 the spectral analysis the

waveform is a sinc shape at a center frequency of 1 Hz with a
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APPLIED AND RECEIVED SIGNALS

INPUT REC. SIGNAL REC. SIGNALFEUNYSIGNAL 2M F.0 CABLE 1 11M CABLE
(5012 UM) (100/140 U~M)

'.(dbm) (dbm) dm

1 HZ -6.90 -9.60 -10.30

.,100 HZ -17.80 -20.60 -36.70

";1 KHZ -18.50 -20.50 -35.90

10 m!iz -17.80 -20.50 -35.60

1 MHZ -18.40 -21.00 -37.60

%5 MHZ -19.80 -21.80 -44.00--
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power level o'f -6.90 dbm. A 1 Hz signal was applied to ensure

that the modules would be able to respond to the lowest freq-

uency seen experimentally for two DTEs, without experiencing
significant delay or distortion on a long distance link.

Figure 4.9 shows the same sinc spectrum after 3 meters of

fiber. The level of power is observed to -9.60 dbm. Since 3

meters of fiber has a negligible amount of attenuation at 7

db/km the losses seen here are attributed to connectors. Here

a total connector loss of 2.1 db is seen.

Figure 4.10 shows the 1 Hz sinc spectrum after trans-

versing the 1511 meter fiber. A signal with a center frequency

of 1 Hz is observed at a level of -10.30 dbm. This power level

is more than sufficient to trigger a response from the

receiver circuitry. Thus the link would be able to handle the

lowest frequency transmitted by the DTEs.

Frequencies of 100 Hz, 1KHz, and 10 KHz were applied to

the modules as these would be typical of the frequencies seen

by the RS232.

Figure 4.11 shows the spectral analysis of 100 Hz square

wave applied input signal. The sinc spectrum shown in Figure

4.11 has a center frequency of 100 Hz at a level of -17.80

dbm.

Figure 4.12 has the same sinc spectrum after the 3 meter

fiber. This also has a center frequency of 100 Hz at a level

of -20.60 dbm. This implies a total connector loss of 2.8 db.
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Figure 4.13 displays the 100 Hz spectrum after the 1511

meter fiber at a center frequency of 100 Hz and a power level

of -36.70 dbm, well within the receiver sensitivity limit of

-44.0 dbm.

In Figure 4.14 a spectral analysis of an applied 1 KHz

square wave is shown. The resulting spectrum pulse has a

frequency of 1 KHz at a power level of -18.50 dbm. This same

signal is observed in Figure 4.15 after the 3 meter fiber, a

power level of -20.50 dbm, to give a total connector loss of

2.0 db. This improved connector loss may have been the result

of an improved orientation of the fiber to the connectors of

the fiber optic modules.

Figure 4.16 displays the spectrum of the signal after the

1511 meters of fiber. A center frequency of 1.0007.KHz at a

power level of -35.90 dbm, still within the limits of the

receiver.

Figure 4.17 shows a spectral analysis of an applied square

wave at 10 KHz. The figure shows a center frequency of 10 KHz

at a power level of -17.80 dbm. Figure 4.18 has the spectrum

after the 3 meter fiber to give a total connector loss of

2.7 db.

Signals of frequencies 1 MHz and 5 MHz were also applied

to the fiber optic modules. These high frequencies were chosen

as they would reflect a data flow that would be seen on a

local area network.
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Figure 4.19 shows the same 10 KHz sinc spectrum after the

1511 meter fiber at an amplitude of -35.60 dbm, a level that

would still trigger a response from the receiver circuitry.

Figure 4.20 shows a spectral analysis of an applied 1 MHz

square wave with power level of -18.40 dbm. Figure 4.21 shows

the signal after the 3 meter fiber at a level of -21.0 dbm,

giving a total connector loss of 2.6 db.

Figure 4.22 displays the received sinc pulse after the

1511 meter fiber at a center frequency of 1 MHz and a power

level of -37.60 dbm. This signal is 6.4 dbm above the

threshold of the receiver circuitry.

Figure 4.23 shows the spectral analysis of the highest

frequency that the fiber optic modules were able to discern,

5 MHz. This sinc pulse has an input amplitude of -19.80 dbm.

Figure 4.24 has the same signal after the 3 meter fiber at a

,. level of -21.80 dbm to give a total connector loss of 2.0 db.

Figure 4.25 shows the received sinc pulse after 1511

*,meters of fiber. The center frequency is still at 5 MHz,

however, the power level of the signal is seen to be at the

maximum sensitivity level of the receiver, -44.0 dbm.

The fiber optic modules frequency range is effectively

from d.c. to 5 MHz, an increase of 250 times that of the

bandwidth of the RS232. The capability of the modules to

handle 1 to 5 MHz signals opens the system up to the

possibility of being utilized on a local area network.
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This set of data also showed that on the average, depen-

ding on the orientation of the fiber, a connector loss of 1.25

db could be anticipated for a professionally manufactured

cable. This figure will be used in the calculation of ideal

link distances.

F. LINK DISTANCES

One of the limiting features in using the RS232 link is

that it is limited to a maximum length of 50 feet for baud

rates in excess of 300 baud [Ref. 8:p. 169]. With the utili-

zation of a fiber optic network lengths could be increased to

nearly 100 times that, for any baud rate that the DTEs are

capable of transmitting and receiving.

A link distance was calculated for 50/125 micrometer

graded index fiber with a loss of 7 db/km. Using the man-

ufacturer's specification the optical power coupled into the

fiber would be -20.0 dbm. The maximum rated sensitivity for

the detector, -25 dbm as specified by the manufacturer [Ref.

7:p.13]. An average connector loss of 1.25 db per connector

was measured and was used in the calculations. An optical

budget of 7.0 db was obtained through these calculations,

(transmitted power - (connector loss + receiver sensitivity)).

This would provide a link distance of 1.00 kilometer.

Experimentally, using 200 meters of 50/125 micrometer

graded index fiber, at 7db/km loss, and an attenuator (since

greater lengths of 50/125 micrometer fiber were not available)
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a link distance of 1.27 kilometers was obtained, an increase

of 27.0% over design specifications.

For a 100/140 micrometer graded index fiber, at 7 db/km

loss, the manufacturer's maximum designed optical transmitted

power coupled into the fiber is -11.2 dbm. Using the spec-

ifications above, a calculated link of distance of 2.34

kilometers is possible.

Experimentally a link of distance 1.511 kilometers was

achieved. A greater distance may have been achieved but the

laboratory attenuator available was not suitable for use on

the 100/140 micrometer fiber.

G. PRODUCT COMPARISON

A comparison of the costs and other major characteristics of

this unit and other equivalent units is shown in Table VI.

From analysis of Table VI it can be seen that the fiber optic

unit described in this project is comparable to commercial

units on the market in both price and in performance.
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i TABLE VI

PRODUCT COMPARISON

UNIT MAX. MANNER OF TOTAL LINK EXPANDABILITY
FREQ. OPERATION PRICE DIST.

FOM 5MHz BI-DIRECTIONAL 593.00 1.27 KM YES
FULL DUPLEX (AT A COST OF

300.00
PER STATION

HPIB 4.8MHz HALF DUPLEX 2770.00 1.25 KM YES
q' (AT A COST OF

860.00

PER STATION

ATT 19.2 KHz BI-DIRECTIONAL 520.00 1 KM NO
FULL DUPLEX

LIT. 2 MHz BI-DIRECTIONAL 1998.00 8 KM UNKNOWN
FULL DUPLEX

LEGEND:
FOM - FIBER OPTIC MODULES

HPIB - HEWLETT-PACKARD INTERFACE BUS EXTENDER
(Ref. 14]

ATT - ATT ODL RS232-2 FIBER OPTIC MODEM
(Ref. 15]

LIT. - LITTON INDUSTRY E03671
[Ref. 16]
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V. CONCLUSIONS

As can be seen from Table VI the link designed here would

have capability of expanding because of the great bandwidth

offered by the use of fibers.

The link presented in this thesis is a point to point

link, but the same principles would apply to higher order

networks. Stations could be added on this link, but it would

be at a minimum cost of three hundred dollars per station.

Another limitation of expanding onto a higher level network

would be the optical power. The optical budget of each

station would have to be observed to ensure that one station

did not drain the optical bus of such'a large amount of power

to render the other taps useless.

Some possible solutions to this problem could be to inter-

* change the LEDs in the CAFs with laser sources or to use more

sensitive detector s. A different approach would to have each

station at a differing wavelength within the CAF. The only

problem with scheme would be that it would not be interactive.

In essence, this thesis is the beginning point of a

possible inexpensive fiber optic local area network.
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APPENDIX A

MOTOROLA MC1489 QUAD LINE RECEIVER DATA SHEETS

MC1489A

QUAD LINE RECEIVERS QUAD IMOTL
LINE RECEIVERS

RS-232C

The MC1489 monolithic quad line receivers are designed to inter- SILICON MONOLITHIC
face data terminal equipment with data commnunications equipment INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

in onformanc with the specifications of El A Stindand No RS 232C.

o nut Rusistance - 3 0k to 7 0 kilohms

* Input Signal Range - * 30 Volts

Input Threshold Hystersu Built in i

*Response Control
WI Logic Threshold Shifting
bI Input Noera Fitering

L SUFIX P SUFFIX
CERAMIC PACKAGE PLASTIC PACKAGE

CASE 632-02 CASE 64645
________________________________________MO-WOAA

TYPICAL APPLICATION t.. A cl D. cc

elCO~s.T I.e~ A -c...... o

pur., CG CI.,.. C
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5-120
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* MC1489, MC1489A

MAXIMUM RATINGS ITA - *2S°Cunothee..m naleOd

Ratq SVIlve V.I*

Power SugolV Valte VCC 10

input Voltage Range VI R 3

Output Load Current IL L 2

Power Disspat
i

on IPackage L.mitationt. Ceramic &Ad Plasic Oue In Lne

Peckapl Po 1000 nWV

0etet @boe 
T

A ? 25
0

C I
1

JA 6 7 mWioc

Operting AmOaent Templerature Range TA Old O 75 C

Storae" Tenpeauwe Range Ttlq -65 to01 1C

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Response control poll is open) (VCC - .50 VOc 10%. TA - 0 to * 75C unless

otherwise noted)
(VIrMll -lt~ I 5Vc N 36 - 83 mCheracteristics Symbol Min Typ Mex Unit

Positive Input Current (VIH - 2S Vdc) 11H 36G I - 8 3 i ,A
(VIM - - 3 0 Vd¢l 0 43 ! - -

Negative Input Current ViL - - 25 Vdec I1L -36 - -83 nA
(ViL - -3 0 VdcI -043 1 - - i

Input Turn-On Threshold Voltage V114  I vac
(TA- 25C. VOL s 0.45 V) MC1489 10 - 5

MC1489A 1 75 1 9S 2 25

Input Turn-Off Threshold Voltage VIL Vc
(TA .2SC. VOH a 2.5 V. IL - -0.5 nA MC14O 0.7 - 1 25

MC1489A 0_7_ 0-8 1 2

Output Voltage High (VIm - 0.75 V. IL - -05 MA) VOH 25 40 50 VOC
(Input Open Crcut. IL - -0.S mAl 25 40 50

Output Voltage Low (VIL - 30 V. IL - 10 reAl VO1  - 02 045 1 Vdc

Output Short-Cor ut Current 10S - -30 -40 mA

Power Supply Current (All Gates "on." [out - 0 mA. VIH . * 50 Vdc) 'CC - 16 26 mA

Power Consumption (VH - .S0 Vdcl PC _ -_" _' 80 130 VV

SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS IVCC - 50 Vdc :1% TA - 25C, See F gure I I

Propagation Delay T
m

e (RL - 3, kill IPLH - T 2S 85 1

Rise Time (AL - 3 9 kill 
1
TLM . 20 7-s na

Propagation D9ee Time (AL - 39 kl IP141 - 25 So0 A
Fell Time rRL - 390 kill tT!IL 10 20 A2

TEST CIRCUITS

FIGURE I - SWITCHING RESPONSE FIGURE 2 - RESPONSE CONTROL NOOE

-S Vil 
vq

-IVA

S. V SL~ V.
(0 0. t .

IS- pF t ow pa'A14 caoscitarrs ftKA Mr.601
vote ind -9n caoatnat
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* MC1489. MC1489A

TYPICAL CH0ARACTER~ISTICS
IVCC - &0 Vdc. TA - 25

0
C Mn achwn. no-odi

FIGURE 3- INPUT CURRENT FIGURE 4 - MCIAOI INPUT THRESHOLD
VOLTAGE ADJUSTMENT

. 9 
0

-40 , - -my

-4 --- .1%--- to s .41,3 1 I 10-1 1 - - - 0 -

V-~~O IlfTVLAG VtS 4 WOVLTAE(VL

so 34 1 -1 b ___

10 0 - - -
03 __

at0 - -4 - , 1 4

-~ 2 - .Z :i

10 M 2 0 0 -10 .? 30 '0 Go /0 * 30 7 0 .0 *0 3

Vt rI~i VOTAGIVXS vor, 9TYLAG(OLS

FIGUR 5 -. MC14SA INUTGTREL IIUR INU T-E14L INUTTREIOLuVLT
VOLTAGEPOERSUPL VOLTAGE v~oa EM!ATR
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MC1489, MC1489A

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

General Information hysteresis for noise rejection. The MC1489 input has

The Electronic Industries Association (EIAI has released typical turn-on voltage of 1 25 volts and turn-off of 1 0

theRS-232Cspeccationdetailingtherequirementsfor volt for a typical hysteresis of 250 mY. The MC1489A

the interface between data processing equipment and has typical turn-on of 1.95 volts and turnoff of 08 volt

data communications equipment. This standard speci- for typically 1.15 volts of hysteresis.
c not only the number and type of interface leads,con-

but also thevoltage levels to be used. The MC1488 quad trol node in addition to the input and output pins.
driver and its companion circuit. the MC1489 quad re- thereby allowing the designer to vary the input thresh.
civer. provide cornlae interace system between old voltage levels. A resistor can be connected between
DTL or TL logic levels and the RS-232C defined levels this node and an external power-supply Figures 2. 4
TheTIRor23TC logicrevelssandstheplied Codefinedelevels, and 5 illustrate the input threshold voltage shilt possible

* discussed herein. t his ehnique.

The required input impedance is defined as between This response node can also be used for the filtering

3000 ohms and 7000 ohms for input voltages between of high-frequency, high-energy noise pulses. Figures 8

3.0 and 25 volts in magnitude; and any voltage on the and 9 show typical noise-pulse relecton for external

receiver input in an open circuit condition must be less capacitors of various sizes.
than 2.0 volts in magnitude. The MC1489 circuits meet" These two operations on the response node can be
these requirements wth a maximum open circuit volt- combined or used individually for many combinations
teof r ent wh aof interfacing applications. The MCI 489 circuits are oar-
age of one VBE. tciryueu o nelcn ewe O ~c saa

The receiver shall detect a voltage between -3.0 and ticularly useful for interlacing between MOS circuits and
w + 3.0 and MOTUMTTL logic systems. ill this application, the input

+25 volts as a Logic " n." On some interchange leads, threshold voltages are adjusted Iwith the appropriate
an open circuit of power "OFF" condition g300 ohms o, supply and resistor valuesl to fail in the center of the
more to ground) shall be decoded as an "OFF" condition MOS voltage logic levels. ISee Figure 10)
or Logic "." For this reason, the input hysteresis The response node may also be used as the receiver
thresholds of the MC1489 circuits are all above ground input as long as the designer realizes that he may not
Thrshanolds o he nde MC cicut wreilt caboe greuadrive this node with a low impedance source to a volt.
Thus an opden or grounded input will cause the same

output as a negative or Logic "I" input. age greater than one diode above ground or less than
one diode below ground. This feature is demonstrated

Device Characteristics in Figure 11 where two receivers are slaved to the same

The MC1489 interface receivers have internal feedback line that must still meet the RS-232C impedance
from the second stage to the input stage providing input requirement.

FIGURE 5 -TYPICAL TURN-ON THRESHOLD versus FIGURE $ - TYPICAL TURN-ON THRESHOLD vewns
CAPACITANCE FROM RESPONSE CONTROL PIN TO GNO CAPACITANCE FROM RESPONSE CONTROL PIN TO GNO

I It 6
MC1489 MC1 489A

t t;

J. 8sF of IF toosF 300ol 50 tOF
.- .- ___ - - -F - - -

o 3000000

10 r00 1000 10000 iS 100 1000 * 000

Pi i4tPUT PiULSE W1Or1 i$11 F NPU
T 
PUL it wor" (i
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MC1489, MC1489A

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION fcon.nu !

4'.

FIGURE 10 - TYPICAL TRANSLATOR APPLICATION -
MOS TO OTL OR rTL

OT.. TTL

-v6G-ci -- 5 -- , Vdc

FIGURE 1'1 - TYIA PARALLELING OF TWO MC1409,A RECEIVERS TO MEET RS-Z3C

,-0.
.... J

Ic
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APPENDIX B

RCA LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CA3127E HIGH FREQUENCY N-P-N
TRANSISTOR ARRAY DATA SHEETS

CA3127E
N-P-NFeatures:High-Frequency N-P-NFetrs

U Gain-Bandwidth Product (IfT) > 1 GHz

Array * Power Gain - 30 d8 Ityp.) at 100 Mz

For Low-Power Applications at Frequencies up to Noise Figure - 3.5 dB (typ.) at 100 MHz

500 MHz * Five independent transistors on a common substrate

RCA CA3127E' consists of five general- , s . 3 2 i
a toessilicon n-o-n transistors on a common Applications:

tdrasubsrate. Each of t e completew 1/ n a VHF amplifiers a VHF misers
. ated transistors exhibits low Ire cole and o Multifunction combinations- a IF Converter
iulrrue ol [y Tn excess oa t1 GHz, making the 0 TOP view R/~xroclao Fapiir

CAJI27E useful from dc to 500 MHz. RF/mixer/oscilator a IFamplifers

Access is trovirled to each of the terminals •3 Sense amplifiers a Synthesizers
,a nie inivduail tranrsisrors arid a separate T Synchronous detectors 8 Cascade
,bitl e coir' ti:tiori his been prOviile-l for amplifers

,,-,vum arpication itevlhlih rle mono-n
lhi construction of the CA3127E provides 2CS-22z,4cose electrical and thermal matching of the Fg. I -Schi ncric clagril O! GA 2727.
i t riansistors.

Ti CA3127E is supplied in a 16.lead dual-rn-
liteplastic packaqe and operates over the full STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at TA 25

0
C

miarv temperature range of-55 to I 25'C. CHARACTERISTICS TEST CONDITIONS LIMITS UNITS

tsev,.uv RCA Dev. No TA6206.
Mi.. TierI Mars.

MAXIMUM RATINGS, For Each Transistor:

Absolute- Maximum Va/lue :
Collector-to-BasePO,'IER DISSIPATION. PO. IC ar 10/A. IE " 0 20 32 - V

•.iER , i iP,, ON .. . . . 85 W Breakdown Voltage

T 'I . Collectorto-Emitter
Fr TA .,,,o SC ....... 425 mw Breakdown Voltage IC- ImA. IS 

= 
0 15 24 - V

for T, > 15'C Der,aeLfv . . 6 67 iW/iC Collector-to.Subs trate C- 10 MA, 19 - E 0 20 50 - V

We1614t TEMPERATURE RANGE Breakdown Voltage I - - I -

Ormrq . . 55 io . 25,C Emitter-to-Base IE MA, C
0  

4 57 - r g
Sire. .. ...... . .65to v25C Breakdown Vo-agee 5

LEAO TEMPERATURE
lDURING SOLDERINGI: Collector-Cutoff-Current VdE - 10 V,1 8 -0 - 0 5 A
asraice li!6 ! 1132 nie Collector-Cutoff-Current VCB - 10 V. !E 0 - 40 nA

It 59 3 )9 -iii from cse
DC Forward-Current lcSmA 25 8 -

n ioiivohi , l.s MA",r I, cavh f tsvo , Transfer Ratio VCE - 6 V IC - I mA 40 90 '
eca - IC - 0.

1 
mA 35 85 -

!tfIo m~lttw Voll9. VCE
O  

. 1

Cmaior is-Base Voltage. Vc 80  20 V IC - 5 mA 0.71 081 091
Cciiccir t.hirere Volta"e. Vcro . 20 V
Cirrr Cu,,enl. Ic  .. 20 mA Base-to-Emitter Voltage VCE - 6 V IC - I mA 066 0 76 V

"he, colle iciCh trians s OvI ihe CA312E IC'tmA 0.60 070 080
tarled irOn, l Suursirire So cr5 .rrii ile Colledftorto-Emiter

Th irbrii ierea S ui S ~~ Ce TO mAI 1-lImA - 026 050 VThI fut4~ttel lihelm-nal S) must be connected to Saturation Voltage
te rit nre"q ie uori ' ihe ererrni ero ur i

ir istOn tsie r n t11irlec .r ors end iW Magnitude of Difference
par for ivirrial iawrru action & 02 Matched - 0 5 5 mVl~tK € hfmelItlnltlf icon n VBE

.. . - Magnitude of Difference *6V. C 1 mA 0 2-=,, -, .,w .,. nlg VCE 6Vc"la- 0

I Iv
"

e n ise. r as ter e r leiiece oilvlgire _eice >vs nvt ot iunectedl v o e v 0 I tha n .,>rre o
I I , ace-v iroms cxv Dossnie c"aacrlac vi *eccrivuiarC c-rrarocn ne to siraveiq'cition or rune

' - - juuc.oin Mea1muwhOpcrairenuc r cutr.v should be ethen 10 vA

fi 2 - -r ,oj.o,~' -icc f-yr a e iOriuoc Jo tle oC

215

81

VI
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CA3127E
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS at TA * 5C 1. ,

*CH4ARACTERISTICS TEST CONDITIONS LIIT UNITS 79I _."
* Mit.1 Typ Max. -

I/F Noise Figure If- 100 kHz. RS. 500.IC. I mA - t.8 - B."

, Gain-andwdth Product VCE - 6 V. IC 5 mA - 1.15 - z

Colloctorto-Base 0Capactance VCB8-V.f I MHz - See - pFS ~~COl <nlact-usrt

C'ollCcitance VCI - 6 V, I - ? MHz - Fig. - pF -

Capacitance4

Ca* pEaim te,.E Vc* V,4 1 5 - pF Fr. 3- 7/f noe figure s a f.ecro of collector
'. CH-curreWt of RsO UIRCE - I &U

Voltage Gain VCE6V.f 10MHZ - 28 - d8
____________ RL - I kf. IC - I mA - -. ,i. ,-.,*.i,, ,,
Power Gan Cascode Configuration 2.. i .... ]' .

f- 100MHz. V 
= 12V . 3 -VB . ,.

"Noise Figure ICImA - 3.5 - d

Input Resistance Common-Emitter - 400 - -. L
Output Resistance Conffgrateo - 4.6 - kf _.__ '::1
Input Capacitance VCE 6 V - 3.7 - F _ _

Output Capacitance IC mA - 2 - .F ., ....

Mantd-fFrwr 0 ~ 24-1 1 LJTransadmitance ___________________ -,~,. ~.. i..

r G. m,,el-anweidth ofoclucr. f nto 8I n~"r Of

• , . . . . . . .. ... . .....,,, • t.t. .:.:t :

-rits 5 p o F q 640 - furict,-+ . 1 ill & -.
collector i ato for OZ o - -.- a.. Ww+ Wt

* ' -- II- - | m .j ] . ;. tt-, -i ..... 9i.:..

a. - ; . ... -..- a.
: III! " -- " :.h:.* ]

- 'ixa.. -ee .. i ,.- : + :  .. .. ..... ... ..... ._ .I jl - ' + +'+: ....' ' "'+-. 0 ': A *,i,,-1 ., ,,? ... .. ,.. t
a~m tiiI~ .el* .-. .... ........ ...

FIl. q- ef41-,, i inr,"o e a. fu'reon of F. 6Al 1 - CnePac,eAnt, a function of baa Th,.. remm,, nFe.tuveeOntn Guunrd
at o ,j rot I t. I 1rto gt tot S mt i•ni,.M ece.mtr torren Wt.

... ... +.-5'i .4 it *-'** ii-- -'li..... .......

4. ..... I" " ... . ........ _ _ _

, . , t : t " K+ : : ; .. . . l .... " - ' .".1++
* 'e ' +- , 9- ' -' 909i" ii - niiCii ' ..... it o -., in, -

* q. .7 - biOIuq.4 gin .I functionl Of fpcaueime Fi: S - p+ l/ 1 +nq l is un€ioinof ~reinpOu/iin+ F*. 9 - CC 'Or,+' + ..inei ~ ,;n,,.ilfinim, ~teI

82
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4,- r -7

AIL 10- /nOul4draC IT, a (unctOOf F ig. lv 'flout fr meanee y (Vnfntion of P4  72- OurOut adrrnrranc (Vd se funcrion of

-'r- y Coi-I. C.>- n k Iii' C- ,

*"~"*"'*- -;4 ... ~*. F Is

c lletr ii"~r Iu po of colco Ifr um'.o ~a

ofIL R"to, curren -t s t fun2c1 Fg lio of~e collectorjm y1)Fq cus vofunction of s froclcy "Ig
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APPENDIX C

MOTOROLA MC1488 QUAD LINE DRIVER DATA SHEETS

M OTOROLA MC1488

QUAD MDTL LINE DRIVER
QUAD LINE DRIVER RS-232C

SILICON MONOLITHIC

INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
The MC1488 is a monolithic quad ine driver designed to inter.

face data terminal equipment with data communications equipment
in conformance with the specifications of EIA Standard No. RS-232C.

Features:
4 Current Limited Output

100 mA typ 1

4 Power-Off Source Impedance 
. 6A nwuF 4

300 Ohms rain L SUFFIX P SUFFIX

0 Simple Slew Rate.Control with External Capacitor CERAMIC PACKAGE PLASTIC PACKAGE

" Flexible Operating Supply Range CASE 632-02 CASE 64-
*1 MO-001AA

" Compatible with All Motorola MOTL and MTTL Logic Families
PIN CONNECTIONS

v 11 L: 1:4 Vcc

TYPICAL APPLICATION in. A 2 i1.... Oi I

LWIt oiv1A WIISC0Ii (CT.IG LINE OiClIVu i
cln 11 0Casl t Ael4. C3 2 1-102

\1 0-ta C :,

I I OMt SI 9] .not C2
-iI OOKI on - Ouiili C

*I I

CIRCUIT SCHEMATIC
11/4 OF CIRCUIT SHOWN$

* pIS I i IIS?

--o 1 0

MOTOROLA LINEAR/INTE RFACE DEVICES

5-114
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MC1488

MAXIMUM RATINGS ITA e +25
0C u.nless otherwse. notedJ

plating Stbd f Volvo. Unit

Input voilage Aange VIA -15C VIA 47, de

Otput Signal Voltage VO ti5 Vdc

Power, O..aiang I Package Um~tat on. Ceramic and Ptsstic Oust-in -Line Packtage) PO 1000 h
0.trate esoxie T A 250 IIROJA 6 7 mW/oC

Operating Aitioent Tempoerature Range TA 0 to .175

Storae" 1.Vqfsrau. Range Tttq -65 to - 175 0

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS ('dCC - +.9.0 ±10% Vdc. VE - -9.0 ±10% Vdc. TA~ 0to 75St unless otherwise noted.)

characteritic Figuire Symibol Mmn Typ Ma. Unit

Inptut Cutrefil - Low. Logic State (VIL 0) 1 IIL 1 0 I 6 t-iA

Iliput Current High Logic State VIH S 50 V) I INH 10 ,A

outpsut Voltage - High Logic State 2 VON Vde

IVIL -0 8 VnIeRL 3 0 ktVCC 9 0Vd. VEE 9.0 Vdci -60 -70

lVI 1 0OR Vd).. RL 3 0 "U±.VCC 1t3 2 'dde. VEE -13.2 VclcI go0 105

bQaut Voltage Low Logie S4lte 2VVOL .

'P (IMt 1.9 'de. ARL 3 0 kII. VCC -.13.2 Vdc. VUj -13.2 Vdc) -90 -lOS -

Positive Outpu.t Short Circuit Current (i) 3 IS *6 0 -10 -12 -.A

N'egative Outtput Short Circuit Current 111 3 los -60 -tO -12 -~A

Output Resistance ('dCC VEE - 0. 1 V 0 1- +20 VI 4 to 300 - Q)h-n

Pn~'vS.p.,,lyCu.t(At 0( 6 )CC -
i(VIM -1 9 V.VCC -9.0 VOOI - 'IS -20

(VIL - d.VC 90Vc - .45 -60

IVIm - 1 9 VIIc. VCC - +12 Vdcl - '19 .2s
IVOL*O8VdC.VCC-l2VcI -1Os- *55 .7 0
IVIHM19Vl1c.VCC--ISVdd - - -34

(VL I t0 8 Vlc. VCC +l1SVdcI - -12
Nlegative Sucipiv Current (AL -S 5 'EE

(dIM* 1 9Vdc, VEE-90 VOC) . 13 -17 -vA

IVIL -08 Vde. VE - -9 0 Vdcl - -15 uA

(VIM 1 1.9 Vdc. Vek - -12 Vdc) -1 is 23 mA

fVIL -08 Vdc.*VEE - -12 Vde) - *15 ~ A

[IMg 1 9Vde. VE -t5 Vdcl - -34 -A,*

IVIL 0 8Vdc. VEE - -5 Vdc) - -25 m
16 Power Consumrption Iw

IVCC. 9O0Vdc. VFEE - -9O0Vdc) - 333
fVCC. 12 Vd, e E - - 12 'de) PC 576

.eSWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS ivCC -90 ±1% 'de. VEE' -9.0 ±1% 'de. TA +25
0

C)I

Propagation Colat, T. I (i 10 k and IS pF) 6 "PL. - 275 250 o

Fall T,-q, 1 30 itand 15 O) 1 6- T-L - 45 75 n

P.oeagattr.. 0.1ay Turve it 3 30 i and IS oFI 6 IP-L - It 75 n

Ill Maxim~um Pack~age Power 0.ottiator mray be exteedsd of l1 oautts are shorted simrultaneously.

85
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MC14188

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(TA - +250 C unless othefwise noted.)

.eFIGURE 7 -TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS FIGURE I - SHORT-CIRCUIT OUTPUT CURRENT

p 4ons POWER-SUPPLY VOLTAGE .us TEMPIERATURE

o11 -tE
VCC - VIE 6 V

-3 .2 -30- -

S 0 VI 

0
1  

V- 30 
0k - -

-6a - - 60- O

0 02 04 06 0S 10 12 14 1C 1 1 20 0s a -5 -15 *125

Vj..lim r VOL TAGE (VOL TSI T, TEMPERATURE 10CI

FIGURE 10 - OUTPUT VOLTAGE

FIGURES9 - OUTPUT SLEW RATE .w, LOAOI CAPACITANCE ANO CURIRENT-LIMITING CHARACTERISTICS

100 -20 -- .-

V _4 0

)a 1I0 too 1.008 0,000 .1C .12 .40 -40 0 .4Q -60 .12 1

CL. CAPACI tACE fpf) V0. OUTPUJT VOLTAGE IVO LTSI

FIGURE ItI - MAXIMUM OPE RATI NG TE MPE RATUR E

7nuPOWER-SUPPLY VOLTAGE

1I4

- 2 VCC,

0.0-

0 .2 Is .12S
T. IEMPERATIJAC (M1
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MC1488

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

FIGURE 51 - POWER SUPPLy PROTECTION

TO MEET POWER-OFF FAULT CONOITIONS

The Eleerole Industries Association IlIA) RS232C specification
doaed thes requirements for the Intellace between date processing Vcc 1a
eqipment end data communcatiotns equipment. This standard
eferfies not only the number end type of interface leads but also the -- 146- " 1 1 I 

"
8

voltage levele to be used. The MC1488 quad driver and its companion .. . ",
circuit, the MC1489 quad r iever, provide a Complete interface system -
between OTL at TTL logic levels and the RS232C defined Lev l. The I

RS232C reqturdements asf aPle to driversare discuesed herri.
The requred deisor voltages ore defined a betowe S and 1S. O-0 0.

volts in megnitude and e positive for a logic "0 and negiative for ,g- - I
a logic "I" Thene voltages; we so defined when the drivers ae - .-

terminated with a 3000 to 7000-ohm resistor. The MC1488 Iewts -O 1 ...' i

2i this voltae recuirement by converting a OTL/TTL logic level into --- -, i
RS232C levels with oner stage of inversion. I 0

The RS232C Specification further requir, that during trasi- --

tons, the driver outout stew rate must not exceed 30 volts per 6-- -
J

ncrosecond. The inherent slew rate of the MC 1488 is Much too I

FIGURE 12 -SLEW RATE verms CAPACITANCE
FOR lS * l~mA

would he excessive Therefore. if the system is isesigned to permit
low Impedances to ground at the power-suptiles of the drmer, a
deide Should be Placed in each powe suply lead to Prevent aver
heating in this fault condition These two dodes as Shown n
Figure 13. could be used to decouple all the driver Packages ,n a

system. (Thess, sae dioCides wil allow the MC1488 io withstand
Po momentary shorts to the It25-volt limits specified in the eerlier

a WoStanlar RS2328 I The addition of the d des an0n im-1i4 the
-- MCI488 to wilhstanld faults with poweru-sutples of less than the

z9.0 vOlts stated asie
LsThe masimumn snort-circuit current allowalo under fault con

ditions is more than guaranteed by the previously mentioned

Mt VtO1 mA output current limiting

Other Applieations
IQ The MCI4S is an et rrnly coiattle line ifrirer with a myriad
I0 tO 100 111 WOW of possile applications Severfeal etures of the drivers enhatle

C. CAPACITANCE lt) thi versatility
I Output Current Limiting - this enahle, the circiiit i esiqner

to define the output voltage levels independent of PoWer.suilthi,
and can be accomOlished by diode clamping of the output u,ns
Figure 14 shows the MC1488 used as a DTL to MOS trai-lator

tan, for this requirtment The current limited output of the device where the high-level voltage output is clamped one diode above
can be used to control this slew rate by connecting a canacitor to pround The resistor divider shown is used to reduce the Outtut

each driver output The required capacitor can he essily determined voltqi below the 300 niV stove groutiri MOS iiti lrvel hotut

y sungmite relationshOC - 1OS . AT/.IV tro.i which Fiqure lis 2 Power Suptily Range as can lie see ilOit irh t s.liriiiaic

deiived Accotilngly. a 330 ItF ca€,scilnt on each oUlntu wilt drtawing of ie driven,. the positive and negative dfvnq elrieirns
Sguemtee a worst case slew atef 30 iolts per mCfusecond of the device are essentuilly independent and do not require niatCh

The interface driver ir also required to withstand an accidental ing iomer, supplies In fact, the positive supply can vary from a
short to any other conductor in an interconnectingcabile. The worst minimum seven volts reuirled for driving the negative Pulidown
possible Signal on any conductor would be another driver using a section) to the maximum specified IS volts The c3trive sut ily
plus of minus, 1S-volt. S r00mA source The MC 148 is desgned to can very from spurosinamaey -2.5 volts to the minimum specirfl
idefinitely withstand such a short to all tour outputs in a packag -IS volts. The MCI488 will drive the output to within 2 volts of

as long as the powtrfsuoly vOltages er*greater than 9 0 voltis lie. the positive or negative suls ies as long as the current output limis
VCC9 0 V; VEEC-

9 
0 VI In omepolOwer*-suppaly deigns, s lots er not esceeded The comtinasion o the cuirent limiting and

of system lower causes a low impedance on the power suvpply out. S uOOIyvOItgV features allow a wide combination Of possible Out
Puts. When this occurs a low impedance to pround would esist at outs within the sasme Quad package Thus if only a portion of the

the power inouts to the MC 1488 effectively shorting the 300-ohm four drivers are used for driving RS232C lines the remainder could
output resistors to pround if ifl four outputs wtre then shorted be used for OTL to MOS or even OTL to OTL translation Figure 15
to olus or minus IS volts, the pow dissiacition in these relosstors shows one such combination

MOTOROLA LINEAR/INTERFACE D.EVICES
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MC1488

FIGURE 14 -MOTL/MTTL TO-MOS TRANSLATOR FIGURE 15 - LOGIC TRANSLATOR APPLICATIONS
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